
The Secret is a feature length, historic and factually based account of an age old secret, said to be 
4,000 years in the making, and known only to a fortunate few, as told by some of the greatest leaders 
of our time. The Secret reveals this great knowledge to the world—the secret to wealth, health, 
love, happiness, relationships…The Secret to life itself. The Secret, which includes 25 great authors, 
philosophers, scientists and teachers of today continues to impact countless thousands of lives around 
the world. 

For more information go to www.TheSecret.tv

The Secret (trt: 91 Minutes)
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GLOBAL LAUNCH OF THE SECRET 
CREATES WORLD’S FIRST

The multi-million dollar cinematic extravaganza The Secret made world history as the first feature 
film to be released to all points of the globe at once! This latest creation of Prime Time Productions is 
available as a web-based, video-on-demand, pay-per-view using revolutionary technology. 

The Secret is now available direct to every computer user on the planet via a brand new, ultra-fast, 
full-screen video technology developed by software firm VIVIDAS. For broadband users it is just like 
switching on the TV – you just click and it plays – no downloading required. 

The Secret is a feature length, historic and factually based account of an age old secret, said to be 4,000 
years in the making, and known only to a fortunate few. The Secret reveals this great knowledge to the 
world - The Secret to wealth, The Secret to health, The Secret to love, relationships, happiness, eternal 
youth… The Secret to life itself.

“Feedback from viewers of The Secret has been incredibly positive and moving, says Prime Time 
Productions’ principal Rhonda Byrne “And the viewing technology is simple and delivers terrific, 
high quality images. For most viewers, watching this video will be just like switching on a TV… except 
the viewer chooses when to watch.”

A single viewing of The Secret for US $4.95 is now available at www.thesecret.tv. The Secret movie 
trailer is available free of charge.

The Secret is also available on DVD. Traditional and new media routes such as Cinema, Broadcast 
Network, Cable and Satellite Television, Podcasting and 3G Services are due to follow. Negotiations 
continue in several major territories including the USA, Canada, the UK and the People’s  
Republic of China.

PRESS RELEASE

FOR GENERAL RELEASE
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PRIME TIME PRODUCTIONS - is an independent film and television production company based 
in Australia. Company founder Rhonda Byrne launched Prime Time in 1994, having been a senior 
producer for Australia’s Nine Network. Prime Time Productions’ objective is to produce exceptional 
quality, commercial film and television with broad audience appeal, giving sustained attention to 
production values and viewer needs.

Unfortunately due to contractual obligations with the commissioning broadcaster, viewers in Papua New Guinea, New Zealand 
and Australia will not be able to view The Secret on Vividas or purchase the DVD until January 1st 2007.

Photographs available upon request

Press Kit available at www.thesecret.tv/presskit.pdf

Production Contact – PRIME TIME PRODUCTIONS
 PAUl HARRINgTON - PRODUCER: THE SECRET
Phone -  +613 8415 1515
  +61 403 240 844
Fax -  +613 8415 1214 

Media Contact -  STEllAR COMMUNICATIONS (BURBANk, CA. USA)
 JOHN STEllAR – MEDIA RElATIONS DIRECTOR
Phone - +1 818 973 7142
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SYNOPSIS

The Secret has existed throughout the history of mankind. It has been discovered, coveted, suppressed, 
hidden, lost and recovered. It has been hunted down, stolen, and bought for vast sums of money.  
Now for the first time in history, The Secret is being revealed to the world over in an extraordinary  
93 minute film.

A number of exceptional men and women discovered The Secret, and went on to become known 
as the greatest people who ever lived. Among them: Plato, Leonardo, Galileo, Napoleon, Hugo, 
Beethoven, Lincoln, Edison, Einstein and Carnegie, to name but a few. 

Fragments of The Secret have been found in the oral traditions, in literature, in religions and 
philosophies throughout the centuries. For the first time, all the pieces of The Secret come together in 
an incredible revelation, which are life transforming for all who experience it.

Some of today’s greatest teachers presented in The Secret impart this special wisdom that has been 
known by so few. They include some of the world’s leaders in the fields of business, economics, 
medicine, psychology, history, theology and science. Each of these teachers is living proof of The 

Secret; each of them a walking marvel of achievement and success.

Included are; Dr. Denis Waitley, who used various aspects of The Secret in training Olympic athletes 
and Apollo astronauts to reach new heights of human endeavour. Best selling authors and philosophers 
including Bob Proctor, Michael Bernard Beckwith, Jack Canfield, Lisa Nichols, John Assaraf, James 
Ray and Dr. Joe Vitale, explain how they have created lives of phenomenal success utilizing The Secret. 
Doctors in the fields of medicine and quantum physics explain the science behind The Secret. 

The Secret reveals amazing real life stories and testimonials of regular people who have changed their 
lives in profound ways. By applying The Secret they present instances of eradicating disease, acquiring 
massive wealth, overcoming obstacles and achieving what many would regard as impossible. 

The Secret reveals how to apply this powerful knowledge to your life in every area from health to 
wealth, to success and relationships.

The Secret is everything you have dreamed of… and is beyond your wildest dreams.

Go to www.thesecret.tv for more information.
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MAKING THE SECRET 
A BRIEF HISTORY

Following a succession of traumatic events in her personal and professional life, culminating in the 
death of her father, Rhonda Byrne discovered The Secret that continues to transform her life.  
A successful film and television producer in Australia, Rhonda immediately put into practice what she 
learned. She used The Secret to make the film The Secret – attracting the resources and the dozens of 
amazing teachers she needed to have the production be an effortless, joyful odyssey.

It was the Spring of 2004, when a small, old book called The Science of Getting Rich was placed in 
her hands, and Rhonda’s whole life suddenly pulled into spectacular focus. She knew exactly what her 
mission was to become. She was going to take this knowledge to the world. She was going to make a 
movie to carry joy to every corner of the Earth. And so the great journey of The Secret began.

In just two short months Rhonda studied many great leaders from the past, read hundreds of  
books, and amassed countless hours of research. She then spent the next two months intensively 
teaching everything she had learned to the key staff members at her production company  
Prime Time Productions. 

Contrary to what Rhonda previously thought, she discovered that there were people out there alive 
who were aware of this information. Actually, there were lots of them, and they were some of the 
world’s greatest living scientists, philosophers, and authors. Around the world, different fragments of 
The Secret were being offered, to anyone that would listen. All that was needed was someone to pull 
all of the pieces together.

As her company began production, as if by magic, the perfect people to make The Secret began to 
appear.  Suddenly the office was filled with people, all working to complete the most ambitious project 
any of them had ever worked on. And without fail, each person needed for the team, materialized 
exactly when he or she was needed. Every single person was taught The Secret, and together worked in 
total joy as they prepared this message for people worldwide. 
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The day that the Prime Time Productions team arrived in the United States to film the living masters 
of The Secret, they only had one interview lined up. But they brought with them an entire crew, and 
the firm intention that they would film every person they needed for the movie. And in a matter of a 
few weeks, the team filmed a total of fifty-two ‘teachers’ of The Secret. Wherever the team went, more 
and more amazing teachers would emerge – great writers, leaders, philosophers, doctors, and scientists. 
These teachers created the foundation for The Secret.

Today The Secret is the Prime Time benchmark, and the company is committed to producing  
work that inspires, uplifts, and, most importantly, continues bringing joy to billions. To fulfil this 
vision, Prime Time Productions now also has offices in the United States, beginning in Chicago  
and Los Angeles.
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Rhonda Byrne - Creator/Executive Producer

Rhonda was born in Australia, the oldest in a family of 5 girls. She began her media career in radio 
and after becoming a successful radio producer creating number one ratings on all the shows she 
produced, she moved into television. Her television career began at Australia’s Nine Network under 
one of Australia’s best directors, Peter Faiman. Rhonda’s creative skills and enormously high standards 

were reflected in all the productions she worked on, and her television career became an instant success. She was a 
senior Segment Producer for Australia’s biggest tonight show, Don Lane Show, for Logie Awards and other live variety 
productions, was Senior Producer of many successful programs at the Nine Network, and also continued to develop 
her own concepts. 

Rhonda formed her own production company, Prime Time Productions, in 1994. Under Prime Time Productions, 
Rhonda has created and executive produced The World’s Greatest Commercials, Great Escapes, OZ Encounters 
- UFO’s in Australia, Learners, Australia Behaving Badly, Marry Me, Loves Me Loves Me Not and Sensing Murder. 
All of the films and formats created by Rhonda and Prime Time Productions achieved great success in Australia and 
screened in all major countries around the world, creating one success after another.

The biggest project of her career, The Secret, was conceived by Rhonda in October 2004, and was released to the world 
in March 2006. Following the release of this multi-million dollar worldwide feature film, Rhonda Byrne expanded her 
company with offices in Australia, Chicago and Los Angeles. She is committed to a path of creating film and television 
projects designed to entertain, uplift and inspire the world.

Paul Harrington - Producer

Producer, Writer, mischief-maker, and all-round raconteur, Paul dabbled in independent film-making 
on both sides of the camera for several years before indulging his life-long passion for television, 
working for the Nine Network Australia. During his 8 years with the Network he was involved with 
drama production, sitcoms, variety, interview, awards shows, concerts and live event television. He 

then joined Rhonda at Prime Time Productions soon after the company’s inception, and has worked side-by-side with 
Rhonda producing The World’s Greatest Commercials, Great Escapes, Marry Me, The Secret, and several other top 
rating television hits. Paul will continue working in the Australian office of Prime Time Productions producing film, 
television and other projects of the highest standard. 

Glenda Bell - Production Manager

Glenda Bell has worked in Australian television for many years and on some of Australia’s biggest live 
television events. Some of these include the 17th Commonwealth Games, the Logies Awards, Carols by 
Candlelight, A Night with Olivia Newton John and the Farmhand Drought Relief Concert, as well as 
the number one cooking show in Australia, What’s Cooking. She has worked as a producer, associate 

producer, location manager, unit manager and production manager. Glenda worked for Prime Time Productions on 
two Marry Me series and also on Australia Behaving Badly. Before re-joining her sister Rhonda on The Secret, Glenda 
was the Unit Manager on the Nine Network program A Current Affair, a live news based program.  Glenda is now 
overjoyed to be working in (sunny!) Los Angeles, in one of the USA offices of Prime Time Productions.

KEY CREATIVES
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THE SECRET 
TEACHER BIOGRAPHIES

JOHN ASSARAF
A former street kid, today John Assaraf is an international best selling author, 
lecturer, and business advisor, committed to helping entrepreneurs create 
greater wealth while living an extraordinary life. John has dedicated the last 
25 years to researching the human brain, quantum physics, and business 

strategies, as they relate to achieving success in business and life. By applying what he learned, John 
has built four multi-million dollar companies from scratch, and he now shares his unique business 
building and moneymaking ideas with entrepreneurs and small business owners worldwide.
www.OneCoach.com

MICHAEL BERNARD BECKWITH
In 1986 Dr. Beckwith, a nonaligned, trans-religious progressive, founded 
the Agape International Spiritual Center whose membership counts 10,000 
locally and hundreds of thousands of friends and affiliates worldwide.   
He serves on international panels with spiritual luminaries such as  

His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Dr. A. T. Ariyaratne, founder of Sarvodaya, and Arun Gandhi, grandson 
of Mohandas K. Gandhi.  He is co-founder of the Association for Global New Thought whose annual 
conference brings together scientists, economists, artists and spiritual leaders at the cutting edge of 
guiding humanity to its highest potential. Dr. Beckwith teaches meditation, scientific prayer, conducts 
retreats, and speaks at conferences and seminars.  He is the originator of the Life Visioning Process, 
and author of Inspirations of the Heart, 40 Day Mind Fast Soul Feast, and A Manifesto of Peace.   
www.Agapelive.com

LEE BROWER
Lee Brower is the Founder and CEO of Empowered Wealth, an international 
consulting firm which offers businesses, foundations, families, and 
individuals, systems and solutions for empowering their Core, Experience, 
Contribution and Financial Assets. He is also the founder of The Quadrant 

Living Experience, LLC, a boutique firm that licenses and trains an international network of Quadrant 
Living Advisors. Lee is co-author of Wealth Enhancement & Preservation, and author of The Brower 
Quadrant, due for publication in 2006. 
www.empoweredwealth.com ; www.quadrantliving.com
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JACK CANFIELD
Jack Canfield, author of The Success Principles (TM), is the co-creator of the 
phenomenal #1 New York Times bestselling Chicken Soup for the Soul(R) 
series, which currently has more than 100 million copies in print. He’s 
America’s leading expert in creating success breakthroughs for entrepreneurs, 

corporate leaders, managers, sales professionals, employees, and educators, and has helped of hundreds 
of thousands of individuals achieve their dreams.
www.jackcanfield.com

DR. JOHN DEMARTINI D.C. BSC
Once told he was learning disabled, John Demartini is now a doctor, 
philosopher, author and international speaker. For many years he had a 
successful chiropractic clinic, and was once named ‘Chiropractor of the 
Year’. Demartini now consults and inspires other health professionals, and 

speaks and writes on the subjects of healing and philosophy. John travels 300 days a year teaching his 
personal transformation methodologies, which includes The Breakthrough Experience. He has helped 
thousands upon thousands of individuals find a greater order and happiness in their lives. 
www.drdemartini.com

MARIE DIAMOND
Marie Diamond is an internationally known Feng Shui Master. She has been 
practicing for more than 20 years, refining the knowledge given to her at an 
early age. Born in Belgium, she was trained as a lawyer and criminologist 
and worked for the Belgian and European governments and then as a project 

manager for a multinational publishing company. She has training and experience in all forms of 
management including Human Resources, Marketing, Safety, and Sales. She has advised numerous 
Hollywood celebrities, major film directors and producers, music giants, and famous authors.  
She has helped many well-known public figures create more success in all areas of their lives.  
She carefully trains her Diamond Team, 30 consultants in 10 different countries, in her methods and 
provides on-going support for them world-wide. She created Diamond Feng Shui, Diamond Dowsing 
and Inner Diamond Feng Shui to bridge the Law of attraction in your environment. Marie is the Feng 
Shui specialist and the Chinese astrologer for Tarot.com, a company providing horoscopes and articles 
for AOL.com, Google.com, MyWay.com, and MySpace.com. 
 www.MarieDiamond.com
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MIKE DOOLEY
Mike Dooley’s not a “career” teacher or speaker, instead, as a “life adventurer” 
he’s successfully navigated both the corporate and entrepreneurial arenas. 
After living and working around the world for Price Waterhouse, in 1989 
he co-founded, “Totally Unique Thoughts” (TUT) to retail and wholesale 

its own line of inspirational gifts. From the ground, up, TUT grew into a regional chain of stores, 
was carried by every major US department store, and reached consumers around the globe through 
distribution centers in Japan, Saudi Arabia and Switzerland, selling over 1,000,000 “Totally Unique 
T-shirts®.” In 2000 he transformed TUT into a web-based inspirational and philosophical Adventurers 
Club (www.tut.com), which now has over 60,000 members from over 169 countries. He’s the author 
of a number of books, including 3 volumes of Notes from the Universe” and the internationally 
acclaimed audio program, Infinite Possibilities: The Art of Living Your Dreams. 
www.tut.com

BOB DOYLE
Bob Doyle is the creator and facilitator of the Wealth Beyond Reason 
program, a powerful multi-media curriculum on the law of attraction and 
its practical application. Bob focuses on the science of the law of attraction 
to help you more purposefully activate the law in your life, and to attract 

wealth, success, awesome relationships, and anything else you desire.
www.wealthbeyondreason.com

HALE DWOSKIN
Author of the New York Times best seller, The Sedona Method, Hale 
Dwoskin dedicates himself to freeing people of limiting beliefs in order to 
help them achieve whatever their hearts desire. The Sedona Method is a 
unique and powerful technique that shows you how to release limiting and 

painful feelings. Hale has taught these principles to corporations and individuals world wide for the 
past 30 years. 
www.sedona.com

MORRIS GOODMAN
Dubbed “The Miracle Man”, Morris Goodman made headlines in 1981 
when he recovered from horrific injuries after crashing his airplane. He was 
told he would never walk, speak, or function normally again, but today 
Morris travels the world inspiring and uplifting thousands of people with his 

astounding story. Morris’s wife, Cathy Goodman, also features in The Secret, telling her own inspiring 
account of self healing.
www.themiracleman.org
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JOHN GRAY PH.D.
John Gray is the author of Men Are From Mars, Women Are From Venus, 
the number one best-selling relationship book of the last decade, selling 
over 30 million copies. He has authored 14 other bestsellers, and conducts 
seminars for thousands of participants. His focus is to help men and women 

understand, respect and appreciate their differences, in both personal and professional relationships. 
He has recently released a new book, The Mars and Venus Diet and Exercise Solution.
www.marsvenus.com

JOHN HAGELIN, PH.D.
John Hagelin is a renowned quantum physicist, educator and public policy 
expert. His book, Manual for a Perfect Government, explains how to solve 
major societal and environmental problems and create world peace though 
policies in harmony with the laws of nature. John Hagelin was awarded the 

prestigious Kilby Award, which recognizes scientists who have made a major contribution to society. 
He was also the Natural Law Party presidential candidate in 2000. John is regarded by many as one of 
the greatest scientists on the planet today.
www.hagelin.org

BILL HARRIS
Bill Harris is a professional speaker, teacher and business owner. After 
studying ancient and modern research about the nature of the mind 
and transformational techniques, Bill Harris created Holosync, an audio 
technology which results in the benefits of deep meditation when listened 

to. His company, Centrepointe Research Institute, has enabled thousands of people worldwide to lead 
happier, stress free lives. 
www.centerpointe.com

DR. BEN JOHNSON M.D. N.M.D. D.O.
Originally a doctor trained in western medicine, Ben Johnson became 
interested in energy healing after overcoming a life threatening illness using 
unconventional methods. He is chiefly interested in The Healing Codes, a 
form of healing discovered by Dr.Alex Lloyd. Today Ben Johnson and Alex 

Lloyd run The Healing Codes Company, distributing the teachings. 
www.healingcodes.com

LORAL LANGEMEIER
Loral Langemeier is the founder of ‘Live Out Loud’, which provides 
financial education and support to help people reach their monetary goals. 
She believes that mindset is the key to building wealth, and has assisted 
many people in becoming millionaires. Loral speaks to both individuals and 

corporations, passing on her knowledge and expertise.
www.liveoutloud.com
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LISA NICHOLS
Lisa Nichols is a powerful advocate of personal empowerment. She is the 
CEO of ‘Motivating The Masses & The Teen Spirit’, a comprehensive skills 
program that works to bring about profound change in the lives of teenagers, 
women and entrepreneurs, as well as providing services to the educational 

system, corporate clients, empowerment organizations and faith based programs. Lisa is also the co 
author of Chicken Soup for the African American Soul series, from the bestselling worldwide series.
www.lisa-nichols.com

BOB PROCTOR
Great information is passed down through the ages through extraordinary 
teachers of our lifetime. The proverbial torch was passed from Andrew 
Carnegie to Napoleon Hill, from Hill to Earl Nightingale, from Nightingale 
to Bob Proctor. Bob Proctor has worked in the area of mind potential for 

over 40 years. He travels the globe teaching The Secret, helping companies and individuals to create 
lives of prosperity and abundance through the Law of Attraction. He is the author of the international 
best seller, You Were Born Rich.
www.bobproctor.com

JAMES ARTHUR RAY
A student of the principles of true wealth and prosperity his entire life, James 
Ray developed The Science of Success and Harmonic Wealth® which teach 
people how to yield unlimited results in all areas: financially, relationally, 
intellectually, physically and spiritually. His personal performance systems, 

corporate training programs, and coaching aids are utilized worldwide, and he speaks regularly on 
the subjects of true wealth, success, and human potential. James is also an expert on many eastern, 
indigenous, and mystical traditions.
www.jamesray.com

DAVID SCHIRMER
David Schirmer is a highly successful share trader, investor and investment 
trainer, who conducts workshops, seminars and courses. His company, 
Trading Edge, teaches people how to create unlimited income by developing 
a mindset that is conducive to wealth. Schirmer’s analysis of the Australian 

share market is held in high regard due to his regular accuracy. 
www.tradingedge.com.au
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MARCI SHIMOFF MBA
Marci Shimoff is co author of the enormously successful, Chicken Soup 
for the Woman’s Soul and Chicken Soup for the Mother’s Soul. She is a 
transformational leader who speaks passionately about personal development 
and is specially geared towards enhancing the lives of women. She is also 

cofounder and president of ‘The Esteem Group’, a company that offers self-esteem and inspirational 
programs for women.
www.marcishimoff.com

DR. JOE VITALE MSC.D.
Joe Vitale, homeless twenty years ago, is now considered to be one of the 
top marketing specialists in the world. He has written numerous best-selling 
books concerning principles of success and abundance, including Life’s 
Missing Instruction Manual, Hypnotic Writing and The Attractor Factor, 

all number one bestsellers. Joe also holds a doctorate degree in Metaphysical Science, is a certified 
hypnotherapist and metaphysical practitioner, ordained minister, and Chi Kung healer.
www.mrfire.com

DR. DENIS WAITLEY PH.D
Denis Waitley is one of America’s most respected authors, lecturers and 
consultants on high performance human achievement. He was employed 
to train NASA astronauts, and later implemented the same program 
with Olympic athletes. Denis Waitley’s audio album, ‘The Psychology of 

Winning’, is the all-time bestselling audio program on self-mastery, and he is also the author of 12 
non-fiction books, including several international bestsellers.
www.waitley.com

FRED ALAN WOLF PH.D.
Fred Alan Wolf is a physicist, writer, and lecturer, with a Ph.D. in theoretical 
physics. Dr. Wolf has taught at Universities throughout the world, and 
his work in quantum physics and consciousness is well known through 
his writing. He is the author of 12 books, including Taking the Quantum 

Leap, which was the winner of the National Book Award. Today Dr. Wolf continues to write, lecture 
throughout the world, and carry out his fascinating research into the relationship of quantum physics 
and consciousness.  
www.fredalanwolf.com
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PRIME TIME PRODUCTIONS - is an independent film and television production  
company originally based in Melbourne, Australia. Company principal Rhonda Byrne started 
the company in 1994, having been a senior producer for Australia’s Nine Network with 20 years 
experience in production.

COMPANY PRINCIPAL
Rhonda Byrne

Rhonda began her television career under one of Australia’s best, Peter Faiman, with her creative skills 
and enormously high standards a true reflection of this close association. A senior Segment Producer 
on the “Don Lane Show” - Logie Awards and other live variety productions Rhonda also developed the 
concept for and was Senior Producer of the successful “What’s Cooking” and Melbourne Producer of 
Nine’s “Midday Show”.

THE STORY OF PRIME TIME
Since mid 1994 Prime Time Productions has been a significant and consistently successful supplier of 
programming for the Seven, Nine and Ten Networks in Australia. The company to date has had several 
major series, the first the light entertainment family based - The World’s greatest Commercials 
and the second the reality/actuality based - great Escapes. Prime Time has also branched out into 
the documentary field. The first program of this nature OZ Encounters - UFO’s in Australia was 
screened on the Seven Network in November 1997. learners a reality based docu-soap, fly-on-the-
wall series aired on the Seven Network in 1999. Australia Behaving Badly, a candid camera style 
ethical dilemma series was made for the Ten Network. Romantic reality series Marry Me and the 
sequel loves Me loves Me Not were created for the Nine Network. Sensing Murder, a tele movie 
dedicated to solving unsolved murders in Australia screened initially on the Seven Network as a pilot 
episode, and on the Ten Network as a six part series of tele movies. Prime Time’s latest production for 
the Nine Network is The Secret, an unprecedented worldwide event.

BIOGRAPHY 
PRIME TIME PRODUCTIONS, AUSTRALIA
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THE PROGRAMS
The World’s greatest Commercials features international and award winning TV and cinema 
commercials. It commenced production in 1994 with 6 huge ratings winning specials. The 1995 series 
consisted of 42 episodes and 1996 a further 26 episodes. In 1997 the program took the form of Special 
Events consisting of 5 one-hour specials per year through to 2003.

The World’s greatest Commercials “Adults Only” specials, of which 8 one-hour episodes were made, 
have also been enormously successful.

The World’s greatest Commercials “Cannes” specials, featuring the top award winning commercials 
from the world’s largest advertising festival – the Cannes Lions. 9 episodes were made.

The World’s greatest Commercials “Funniest Commercials Ever Made” specials, 2 one-hour episodes 
have been produced and aired on the Seven Network in ’98.

Prime Time Productions co-produced with Anglia Television a series of The World’s greatest 
Commercials – “SEX SEllS” for Channel 5 in the UK. The program has also been sold to the SBS 
Group in Europe, TVNZ in New Zealand and several other territories internationally.

great Escapes features reality/actuality footage, (sourced worldwide) of miraculous stories captured on 
film of people and animals making extraordinary escapes from death. The program highlights heroic 
tales of ordinary men and women and their response to life and death situations.

great Escapes, an original Prime Time Productions concept, was commissioned by the Seven Network 
in January 1997. This series of 26 episodes was not only an exceptional success in Australia, where it 
regularly featured in the top ten weekly programs, but also for TVNZ New Zealand.

Early 1998 the British ITV network commissioned 2 episodes of great Escapes with an 
unprecedented further 6 episodes ordered prior to the first airing. The co-production formed between 
Prime Time Productions, Australia and Anglia Television UK, placed Formula 1 driving ace Martin 
Brundle as host. The series has been a huge success, winning its timeslot with an average 34% share 
and over 8 million viewers weekly. In total the ITV Network commissioned 26 x ½ hour episodes.

great Escapes has also been sold to Germany RTL Network, Israel, the Netherlands, Belgium, 
Austria, Sweden, Argentina, Thailand, Taiwan, Ireland, Denmark and the USA (Discovery)

OZ Encounters - UFO’s in Australia is an extraordinary one-hour documentary special, which was 
12 months in the making. Featuring the most astounding unexplained stories of everyday Australians’ 
and their experiences. Ranging from sightings by whole towns to multiple close encounters, including 
claimed abductions by aliens, presented and recounted firsthand by those who experienced them.
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OZ Encounters has been purchased by and aired on Discovery Channel in the United States. 

learners is a 7 x ½ hour series of episodes shot entirely on location in Australia, capturing a glimpse 
into the lives of everyday Australians with one thing in common – each is learning to drive and will 
ultimately go for their driver’s licence.

A popular hit in Australia, learners has also sold to the UK, Ireland, Japan, USA and New Zealand.

Australia Behaving Badly is a light entertainment program testing the moral fibre of ordinary 
Australians in the twenty-first century.

Australia Behaving Badly explores the differences between what Australians say they would do when 
their conscience is on the line, and what they ACTUALLY do when faced with temptation.

Presented as a series of ethical dilemmas, Australia Behaving Badly compares and contrasts the morals 
of men and women, old folk and young, city slickers and country cousins, as well as igniting the age 
old rivalry between the capital cities and states of Australia.

The added catch is that sitting in the studio audience are people who have been “set up” by their 
friends and family and secretly filmed in our dilemmas. They have no idea that they have been “set up” 
and filmed, and that they will be a major part of the show.

Marry Me is a reality program featuring love stories of real life couples on the brink of a marriage 
proposal. But these are no ordinary proposals on bended knee. Instead we bear witness to a little 
ingenious creativity and a whole lot of pizzazz to master-plan a proposal that is both unique and an 
unforgettable life-changing event for all concerned. 

Marry Me captures the extraordinary, romantic lengths to which some people will go, just to propose. 
Each proposal will be an event in itself, having been plotted and planned for months and often 
involving a cast of thousands. The “Proposors” featured in Marry Me have decided to make their 
wedding proposal an event that will be remembered forever. After all, the decision to marry is one of 
the biggest decisions of our lives and the stories of the people who feature in Marry Me come from 
those who have decided to go off with a bang!

Marry Me encompasses all types of people from every kind of situation in life. Whether they be 
traditional couples, Brady Bunch style unions, second time around proposals or those involving people 
in their eighties.

The Marry Me format is currently selling around the world, including sales to Belgium with further 
sales pending in UK, France, Scandinavia, Poland, Romania, to name just a few.
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Presented by acclaimed Australian actress Rebecca Gibney, Sensing Murder is a 90 minute true crime 
documentary drama television series. 

Each program investigates one chilling, unsolved Australian murder - with startling results. 

Sensing Murder steps the viewer back in time, reliving the crime and unraveling the mystery  
behind Australia’s most baffling murders. The program recreates the victims’ last known living 
moments in a dramatic and stylised production. The reconstruction is based on forensic information, 
extensive research with case experts and family, along with interviews from police who were involved 
in the investigation.

Sensing Murder then takes the viewer to another level of investigation with the inclusion of several 
highly skilled psychics who shed new light on the mystery surrounding these murders. With no prior 
knowledge about the crime, the psychics reveal astounding new information about the victim, case and 
perpetrator – groundbreaking information that has the potential to break these cases wide open.

Sensing Murder has screened on Living TV in the UK as well as TVNZ New Zealand.

The Secret
An original concept created for the world by Rhonda Byrne for Prime Time Productions and 
commissioned by the Nine Network. The Secret premiered in March 2006 and features direct-to-
viewer interview, dramatic recreation, historical re-enactment, comedy, animation, graphic design, 
and CGI. The Secret incorporates all of these cutting edge techniques for maximum impact… to 
demonstrate the universal truths of The Secret with absolute clarity. 

A remarkable collection of some of the greatest teachers, best selling authors and leading edge pioneers 
in the fields of business, economics, medicine, psychology, science, history, and relationships guide the 
viewer deliberately and succinctly towards a full and comprehensive understanding of The Secret. It’s 
made for them, and it’s all about them…that is the life-altering nature of the message.

Under the direction and guidance of Rhonda Byrne, Prime Time Production’s focus is to continue 
to create film and television projects, which will reach out through all forms of technology to touch, 
inspire, uplift and bring joy to billions around the world.
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CREDITS

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
RHONDA BYRNE

SUPERVISING PRODUCER
PAUl HARRINgTON

DIRECTOR
DREW HERIOT

PRODUCTION MANAGER
glENDA BEll

EDITORS
DAMIAN CORBOY

DANIEl kERR

EEXECUTIVE PRODUCER FOR  
THE NINE NETWORK

JOHN MCAVOY

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
MARC gOlDENFEIN

DIRECTOR OF VISUAL EFFECTS
JAMES ARMSTRONg

VISUAL EFFECTS &  
GRAPHIC DESIGN

gOZER
SHAMUS HOARE

ANDY lEWIS

GRAPHIC ARTISTS
NIC gEORgE

CAMERON BOYlE
RUBIDIUM WU

3D ARTIST
STEVEN NICHOlSON

PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
SkYE BYRNE

lENI MEX

POST PRODUCTION 
COORDINATOR

EMMA FRANZ

ONLINE EDITORS
Al COSSAR

DENES UJVARI
SEAN lANDER

PRODUCTION INTERN
JESSIE OlDFIElD

CREATIVE CONSULTANT
DAVID CAMERON 

ARCHIVAL FOOTAGE RESEARCH
SANDY kAYE

ASSISTANT EDITORS
kAREN Ng

DAMIEN COlE
SAM lEMANN

kATHRYN lUMICISI

ACCOUNTANT
JOAN kAUFMAN

COLOUR GRADING
ADRIAN HAUSER

@ COMPlETE POST

AUDIO POST PRODUCTION
lABSONICS

DIALOGUE EDITOR
JUSTIN llOYD

EFFECTS EDITOR
TODD SHATTOCk

MIXER
STEPHEN WITHEROW

STUDIO MANAGER
IAN McWIllIAMS

QUOTE NARRATION
PETER BYRNE

DOCUMENTARY CREW
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

JOHN HAll

SOUND
COlIN SWAN

PHIllIP kOCH
kEVIN PADDEN

CHRIS RISElVATO
TYlER BENDER

JUSTIN FEENSTRA
JONATHAN WIlSON

JOHN ADDERlEY

MAKE UP
lISA TRUNDA

CECIlIA ANTHONY
AlI THATE
JAN PINg

AllISON gACkENBACH

ADDITIONAL CAMERA
JEFF WATTS

ADDITIONAL INTERVIEWER
STEPHEN SAkS

USA EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES BY
BOXX COMMUNICATIONS
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YOUNG EGYPTIAN ................................. ANTONIA k

OLD EGYPTIAN ...........................................DAVOODI

CRUSADER/KNIGHT .............. PETER DAVENPORT

COUNT SAINT GERMAIN ............. JOHN SADDlER

CARDINAL MARC ...................MARC gOlDENFEIN

CHARLES HAANEL ..............................PETER lUCAS

GENIE ...........................................JASON SHEPHERD

ALADDIN ...................................NAPOlEON gARCIA

THE CAR DRIVER ........................JUSTIN kENNEDY

THE BIKE BOY ............................... JESSIE EDWARDS

THE GAY COMEDIAN ...........FRANCIS MCMAHON

HE JEWELLERY GIRL ................... NATAlIE WAlkER

THE UNHAPPY WIFE ....................NADJA kOSTICH

THE UNHAPPY HUSBAND .........DAVID CORMICk

GOOD DAY/ BAD DAY GIRL .....................lENI MEX

THE BBQ OCKER ............................... RON kAMOEN

THE BROKE BLOKE ..................MICHAEl MORlEY

THE COMPLAINER ................. MICHAEl NORMAN

THE LONELY GIRL .......................kERRY SECOMBE

ART DIRECTOR ........................... PETER STEFANOU

MARIE DIAMOND .......................... ROBINA ROgAN

YOUNG MORRIS ............................... JOHN JENkINS

JOHN DEMARTINI ........................ANDREW SMITH

JOHN ASSARAF...............................gREg COSTARAS

CATHY GOODMAN ............................... JINg SMITH

CATHY’S HUSBAND ........DAVID MIllER-RANDlE

JACK CANFIELD ...............................gARY POllARD

FREELANCE JOURNALIST ................. ASHlEY TEll

DOCTOR ......................................kIRk WESTWOOD

NURSE  ..............................................ANITA MARElIC

DREAM SOUL MATE .......................BEATE TIERNEY

HECKLING MAN ...................................TOM BOOTH

SOUTH AFRICAN MAN .............PATRICk DANIElS

SOUTH AFRICAN BOY ................ JARRAD DANIElS

JOHN ASSARAF..................................JOHN gEARON

JOHN ASSARAF’S SON ................gABRIEl HANVEY

LEE BROWER .......................................JURgEN lOOS

MIKE DOOLEY ..................................... IVAN ZUBCIC

DAVID SHIRMER’S FRIEND ............... IVAN ZUBCIC

MOTHER TO BE ................................lISA FINEBERg

FATHER TO BE .....................................DAN PURDEY

WAITER .........................................ANTHONY BARON

VOLLEYBALL WOMAN ...............SOPHIE ANgEllE

VOLLEYBALL MAN ....................... JAMES A. TAYlOR

VOLLEYBALL MAN ...........................ClINT HEYlER

THE MIRROR MAN .........................HARRY TAkkER

THE LAWN BOWLER ...............IMElDA WOOTTON

 THE LAWN BOWLER ................ DAFFNEY RUSSEll

MAN PARTNER ..................ANDREW MIlDENHAll

BIIKE KID’S GRANDPA ........................ AlAN STONE

YOUNG LINDA ............................ ASHlEIgH MIllO

LAUGHING LADY ..................................lYN SEMlER

REPORTER ............................................... AMY FRANZ

MAKE UP GIRL #1 ......................... ZANTHEA ZANAS

MAKE UP GIRL #2 .................... BElINDA OSBORNE

MAKE UP GIRL #3 ........................... JODIE MClEOD

BREAK DANCER  .....ARCHIE IlIAS, WIkID FORCE

MALE CLUBBER #1 ......................MARk ROBINSON

MALE CLUBBER #2 ..................................TIM SMITH

MALE CLUBBER #3 ............................STEVE MOORE

ELDERLY MALE ........................ANDREW gIlMOUR

GIRL #1 .....................................lAURA CVETkOVSkI

GIRL #2 ........................................ BIANCA COSTIBlE

GIRL #3 ............................................. SAllY klOPPER

BOY #1 ...........................................PANOS EVRIPDOU

BOY #2 .................................................lEX RICHARDS

BOY #3 ...............................ANTHONY MANDARANO

MIDAS ................................PATRICk CONSTANTINE

ROMAN PHILOSOPHER ....................JOHN kEOgH

GREEK PHILOSOPHER ................. CHRIS WAllACE

MATHEMATICIAN  ............................ PAUl DAWBER

ADVENTURER ......................................MICk AllDIS

GIRL ASSISTANT  ..............................kATE HATElEY

SCIENTIST .......................................CHRIS gAFFNEY

DOG 1 ......................................................“MONTANA”

DOG 2 ........................................................“PONCHO”

CAST
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DRAMA CREW
DIRECTORS

DREW HERIOT
DAMIEN MclINDON

SEAN BYRNE
MARC gOlDENFEIN

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
JOHN HAll

MATT kOOPMANS A.C.S
NOEl JONES

ART DIRECTORS
JAYNE RUSSEll

COlIN ROBERTSON
BRIDgET HAYlOCk

WARDROBE SUPERVISOR
kATE SEElEY

WARDROBE ASSISTANTS
kYA MOORE
lOREN BEll
TORS INNES

PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
kATE THOMSON

ASSISTANT PRODUCTION 
MANAGER

ANNIE VENABlES

1st ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
ROD BEAUMONT
CHRIS ODgERS

kAT NAglE
STEVE WYlD

2nd ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
MICHAEl AgNEW
MARIO SETYANA

LOCATION MANAGERS
MICHAEl gAFFNEY

CHRIS STANSEN
JOHN gREENE

PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
lISA DOWNS

MIklOS JANEk
MARDEN DEAN

JESSIE OlDFIElD

PRODUCTION RUNNERS
NATHAN HART

JON FOTHERgIll

GAFFERS
lEX MARTIN

ANDREW lOCk
CHRIS lOVEDAY

RICHARD TURTON
JOHN BUTCHER

BEST BOYS
CHRIS PARkINSON

DANIEl kINg
ADAM lEE

ART DEPARTMENT ASSISTANTS
CHARlIE O’BRIEN

STEVE TRAVERS
HANNAH kNOWlTON

RICHARD WENZEl
JO lEHMAN

STANDBY PROPS
lACHlAN SNEll

ADDITIONAL ARTIST
ANNAlISA UNkURI

MAKE UP/HAIR ARTIST
MICHAEl lONgHITANO

MAKE UP ASSISTANTS
MINNA NISSINEN
ElIZA lANgDON

CAMERA ASSISTANTS
CAMERON DUNN

MICHAEl MIDDlETON
ADAM lEE

CASTING DIRECTORS
CAM HARRIS
TWO DIVAS

ADDITIONAL CASTING
CHAMElEON

EXTRAS CASTING
BARRY MICHAEl ARTISTS

VISIONS AgENCY

STILLS
AlICE glEN

SAFETY SUPERVISORS
RAINEY CARAH
WAllY DAlTON
ARCH ROBERT
PHIl REIllEY

C/- ACTION STUNTS AUSTRAlIA

SOUND RECORDISTS
JUSTIN FEENSTRA

JONATHAN WIlSON
gERRARD WIlSON

UNIT MANAGERS
NINO NEgRIN

lINDSAY MARTIN

WARDROBE/MAKE UP BUS
MOBIlE PRODUCTION FACIlITIES

GENERATOR
ROY PRITCHETT

CATERERS
MATCHBOX CATERINg

ROCkET CATERINg
ZEST – DEAkIN UNIVERSITY

glENDA’S MOBIlE MEAlS ON 
WHEElS

AMERICAN DIALOGUE COACH
JENNY kENT

MEDICAL ADVISORS
BARBARA DATSON
MR CRAIg WINTER

STOCK FOOTAGE SUPPLIED 
COURTESY OF
FIlM WORlD

gETTY IMAgES
SPORT – AUSTRAlIAN FIlM 

TElEVSION AND RADIO SCHOOl
ROBERT COllIER PUBlICATIONS INC. 

DUPLICATION AND TRANSFER
CINEVISION 

LEGALS
MARSHAllS & DENT

BRYCE MENZIES
SHAUN MIllER

FINANCIAL SERVICES
STANlEY TUCCI

MARTIN gOODRICH & ASSOCIATES

THE SECRET CORPORATION CEO
BOB RAINONE

THANKS TO
NASA

MONTSAlVAT
DEAkIN UNIVERSITY

SWINBURNE UNIVERSITY
DR PATTERSON AND TEAM

FERMIlAB
lOS AlAMOS NATIONAl 

lABORATORY
RIPPONlEA

ONESIXONE PRAHRAN
CAMBERWEll SERVICE CENTRE

SPECIAL THANKS TO
JOHN ASSARAF

REV. DR. MICHAEl BECkWITH
lEE BROWER

JACk CANFIElD
DR. JOHN DEMARTINI

MARIE DIAMOND
MIkE DOOlEY

BOB DOYlE
HAlE DWOSkIN

CATHY gOODMAN
MORRIS gOODMAN

DR. JOHN gRAY
DR. JOHN HAgElIN

BIll HARRIS
DR. BEN JOHNSON

lORAl lANgEMEIER
lISA NICHOlS

DR. SONIA POWERS
BOB PROCTOR

JAMES RAY
DAVID SCHIRMER
MARCI SHIMOFF
DR. JOE VITAlE

DR. DENIS WAITlEY
NEAlE DONAlD WAlSCH

DR. FRED AlAN WOlF

AND SPECIAL THANKS TO
CHRIS AND JANET ATTWOOD

JACkY gRACE
EDMUND MURPHY

THE ESTATE & FAMIlY OF ROBERT 
COllIER

ORIGINAL CONCEPT
CREATED BY

RHONDA BYRNE

FOR INFORMATION ON ALL 
CONTENT & PEOPLE FEATURED IN 

THIS PROGRAM GO TO
www.thesecret.tv

TS PRODUCTION llC
© 2006
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